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Grade 11/12 Math Assessment Literacy in the Community

You will need: scratch paper and graph paper to solve these problems.

Statistics

1. A cheese pizza can be ordered with some, all, or none of the following
toppings: sausage, pepperoni, ham, peppers, mushrooms, olives, anchovies,
pineapple, and onion. How many different variations are available for ordering a
pizza?

2. 30% of a firm's orders come from new customers. A simple random sample of
100 orders will be used to estimate the proportion of new customers. Find the
probability that the sample proportion will be between 0.22 and 0.40.

3. A normal distribution has a mean of 80 and a standard deviation of 14.
Determine the value above which 80% of values will occur?

4.A barrel contains only apples and oranges. There are twice as many apples as
oranges. The apples are either red or yellow and 4 times as many red as are
yellow. If one piece of fruit is to be drawn at random from the barrel, what is the
probability that the piece drawn will be a yellow apple?

Math Standards for Grade 11: #1-4 1.4.2, 1.4.3, 1.4.4

Vectors

5. A plane with a heading of 50 degrees has an air speed of 400 mph. If a
35 mph wind is blowing from the north, what are the plane's groundspeed
and true course?

Math Standards for Grade 11: #5 1.2.2
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Radical Equations

6. The formula for velocity is v  2gh . Find g when h = 2 and v = 12.

7. The tallest structure in the U.S. is a TV tower in Blanchard, North
Dakota.Its height is 2063 feet. A 2382-foot length of wire is to be used as
a guy wire attached to the top of the tower. Approximate to the nearest
foot how far from the base of the tower must the guy wire be anchored to
the ground.

Graphs

8. Graph the following absolute value function.

y  3 x  8 12

9. Which graph is steeper?

y   1
2
x or y  1

4
x

10. Where is the vertex of the following equation

y  2 x  1
2
 4
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11. Suppose you are at the gas station filling your tank with gas. The function C(g)
represents the cost C of filling up the gas tank with g gallons. Given the equation:

C(g)  3.03g

a) What does the number 3.03 represent?
b) Find C(2)
c) Find C(9)
d) For the average motorist, name one value for g that would be inappropriate for
this function's purpose. Explain why you chose the number you did.
e) If you were to graph C(g), what would be an appropriate domain? Range?
Explain your reasoning.

12.An airplane, whose capacity is 100 passengers, is to be chartered for a flight to
Europe. The fare is to be $150 per person, if 60 people buy tickets. However, the
airline agrees to reduce the fare for every passenger by $1 for each additional
ticket sold. How many tickets should be sold to maximize the ticket revenue for
this flight?

Math Standards for Grade 11: #5-12 1.5.4, 1.5.5, 1.5.6


